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Schaum's Easy Outline of Principles of EconomicsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
For students looking for a quick nuts and bolts overview to the Principles of Economics. Gives students quick pointers to the essentials. Softcover. 

       About the Author
 Dominic Salvatore, Ph.D., is Distinguished Professor of Economics and Department Chairman at Fordham University in New York. He is a Fellow of...
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Flash XML Applications: Use AS2 and AS3 to Create Photo Galleries, Menus, and DatabasesFocal Press, 2007
XML, the other markup language, is used by many server-side applications to handle complex datasets. Recent additions include Web services and RSS feeds. While we can write our own XML files for certain applications and determine how we want to parse XML, RSS feeds and Web services have a given XML file structure, for which we need to write a...
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Cryptography and Network SecurityMcGraw-Hill, 2007


	The Internet, as a worldwide communication network, has changed our daily life in

	many ways. A new paradigm of commerce allows individuals to shop online. The

	World Wide Web (WWW) allows people to share information. The E-mail technology

	conned people in far-flung corners of the world. 'ITiis inevitable evolution has also cre-...
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Microsoft ISA Server 2006 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2007
It is rare to run into that one product that impresses technical audiences in the way that ISA Server has managed to. As I prepared to write this book, what surprised me was not ISA’s ability to wow and charm Microsoft-centric environments, but its ability to impress the Microsoft-skeptic crowds as well. These are the ones who have been...
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Practical C++ Financial ProgrammingApress, 2015

	Practical C++ Financial Programming is a hands-on book for programmers wanting to apply C++ to programming problems in the financial industry. The book explains those aspects of the language that are more frequently used in writing financial software, including the STL, templates, and various numerical libraries. The book also...
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Making an Impact Online (Business on a Shoestring)A & C Black Publishers, 2008
'A brand new series aimed at small businesses, with another four volumes to come later in the year. These cover different subjects to most series and they look great. Ideas, examples, tips and sources of further information add up to a great little package in each.' The Bookseller (March 2007)  'All in all this is an excellent introduction for...
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More Mortgage Meltdown: 6 Ways to Profit in These Bad TimesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
A clear look at how to capture investment profits during difficult financial times

The U.S. economy has become crippled by the credit and real estate catastrophe. Even though we've all been affected by the calamity and have heard no shortage of news about it, it still seems unfathomable and utterly incomprehensible to most people that...
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Access 2000 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 1999
As a member of the Microsoft Office suite, Access 2000 is frequently deployed by users in need of immediate database solutions. Teach Yourself Access 2000 in 24 Hours helps the complete Access 2000 neophyte gain proficiency with this powerful--yet difficult-to-learn--data management tool.
 Using Access effectively requires a general...
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UML DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2005
There’s no easier, faster, or more practical way to learn the really tough subjects
UML  Demystified explains how to read, model, and use UML to create well-structured, stable software products. This self-teaching guide comes complete with key points, background information, quizzes at the end of each chapter,...
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Handbook of Market RiskJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A ONE-STOP GUIDE FOR THE THEORIES, APPLICATIONS, AND STATISTICAL METHODOLOGIES OF MARKET RISK


	Understanding and investigating the impacts of market risk on the financial landscape is crucial in preventing crises. Written by a hedge fund specialist, the Handbook of Market Risk is the comprehensive guide to the subject of...
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Frommer's Paris Free and Dirt Cheap (Frommer's Free & Dirt Cheap)Frommers, 2010

	Paris Free & Dirt Cheap will offer readers a multitude of choices, insiders knowledge, local short-cuts and tips to maximise their time in the city when on a budget. From the left and right banks to around the islands and along the river, this guide will explore shopping, eating, drinking, museums, monuments, shows, readings,...
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Professional VMwareServer (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2006
Developing software and testing within virtual machines provides you with countless advantages in terms of automation, stability, disaster recovery, and overall code quality. With this book as your guide, you get the tools you need to create a fleet of virtual machine images that you can use to build your own secure applications.
    
...
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